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Message from the Project Team
Welcome to the month of May! May 2nd marks the end of Ramadan and the
celebration of Eid-al-Fitr by persons who identify as Muslims, and we say ‘Eid Mubarak’
to our Muslim readers. In the effort to address unconscious bias and racial discrimination
in the workplace, research indicates that workers who identify as Muslim, often have the
odds stacked against them in several ways. In this issue, we explore ‘Islamophobia in
the Workplace; Building Inclusive Workplaces’ to raise awareness of and suggest
strategies to address workplace Islamophobia.
We would like to remind you that the call to join the Confronting Racism Working Group
is ongoing, the deadline to apply remains May 6, 2022. If you are interested in contributing as a member of the Working Group, please visit our website to complete the
Expression of Interest form via
https://confrontingracism.ca/working-group/#ExpressionOfInterest

Islamophobia in the Workplace; Building Inclusive Workplaces
Islamophobia is discrimination and considered racism targeting Muslims and persons
perceived to be Muslims1. Workplace discrimination and bias towards
Muslims presents in different ways, beginning from the hiring and selection process
involving racial profiling, unconscious and name bias2, to a non-inclusive workplace
culture of dress code shaming, insensitive remarks, bullying and microaggressions3. In
2017, five long-term employees of the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS)
served the agency with a multi-million-dollar lawsuit alleging anti-Muslim harassment,
discrimination, rampant racism, and homophobia by management and in CSIS offices;
the lawsuit was swiftly settled by CSIS management4.
For racialized Muslims, discrimination in the workplace becomes more complicated as
race, religion and sometimes gender interconnects. According to Nurein and Iqbal 2021,
“The non-exclusivity of these three identities result in constant encounters of
discrimination along different dimensions to their personal identity.” For example, bias in
hiring of Muslims may be further amplified if the applicant is a woman wearing religious
identifiers like the hijab5.
Inclusion and a sense of belonging play an important role in ensuring employee
retention. A key to retention is understanding who your employees are6, and building a
work culture where employees feel valued and can bring their fully unassimilated selves
to work daily. In an interview with Safaa, she noted that while she has encountered
Islamophobia in some form in Canada, she has never experienced it within the
workplace. This she stated has promoted her productivity at work, built her confidence
and ability to be more inclusive and work better with diverse people. She encourages
employers to promote a workplace culture that is supportive of religious needs including,
non-discriminatory dress codes that support different faiths, recognition of religious
holidays and the flexibility to take time off, as well as flexibility to allow for prayer times
and private prayer locations where possible.

Other ways for employers to confront Islamophobia and build an inclusive workplace
include:

Acknowledging and defining Islamophobia7
Educating/training employees, and providing open forums for staff to ask questions and
learn8
Adopting a blind resume system to reduce occurrences of implicit bias during recruitment9
Recognizing and understanding the different dimensions of diversity; designing an
Equity, Diversity and inclusion strategy that considers the intersection of different identities10
Exemplary leadership and management at the highest level of what constitutes appropriate
behaviour11

To learn more on how to support your Muslim employees and colleagues visit:
Ontario Human Right’s Commission - Specific Cases
Islamophobia at work 2019 report
CCMW Anti-Islamophobia 101 workshop
Three ways to combat Islamophobia in the workplace
Islamophobia in Canada: What career professionals need to know
Islamophobia Video Series

Explanation of Term
Islamophobia “can be described as stereotypes,
bias or acts of hostility towards
individual Muslims or followers of Islam in general.
In addition to individual acts of
intolerance and racial profiling, Islamophobia leads
to viewing Muslims as a greater security threat on
an institutional, systemic and societal level.”

“Islamophobia is one of many forms of racism that can poison workplaces...
Workers across Canada must start mobilizing against the forces of fear and hatred.
We must not let them succeed in dividing communities and driving people apart...
We need to establish better measures to protect workers
against individual and systemic discrimination.”
Hassan Yussuf - CLC President

Spotlight
We would like to spotlight ‘The Region of Durham’ and the ‘Durham Local Immigration
Partnership’ for its ongoing efforts to promote Diversity and Inclusion in Durham. In the
recently launched ‘Durham is Our Home campaign’, that celebrates newcomer
residents in Durham, there is a call to action for everyone to join forces to build an
inclusive and welcoming community.
“We all have a role to play in ensuring that everyone feels welcomed, included, safe and
comfortable to express themselves as they are...I encourage everyone to join with us in
supporting diversity and inclusion in the region. We all deserve to feel welcomed and
that we belong.”
John Henry, Regional Chair and Chief Executive Officer

For more information on the effort
and opportunities to contribute,
kindly visit:
Durham is Our Home
Durham Immigration Portal
Durham Immigration and Inclusion
Community Plan 2020-2024

Important Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Dates

MAY

Asian
Heritage
Month

MAY 2

Eid-al-Fitr

MAY 5
National Day of
Awareness and
Action for Missing
and Murdered
Indigenous Women
and Girls

MAY 17

MAY 21

International
Day Against
Homophobia and
Transphobia

World Day
for Cultural
Diversity for
Dialogue and
Development

What’s Happening
Whitby Chamber of Commerce
Connect Women: Leadership Redefined
Thursday, May 12, 2022
8:00am – 5:00pm
Hiring Immigrant Professional Talent (HIP-T)
Theme: Pharmaceutical Manufacturing – Featuring ThemoFisher Scientific
Wednesday, May 4, 2022
2:00pm – 4:00pm
Job Search Workshop for Immigrant Professionals
Ajax Welcome Centre – Virtual
Module 1: May 9 – 12, 2022
9:00am –1:00pm
Module 2: May 24 – 27, 2022
9:00am – 12:30pm
Pickering Welcome Centre – Virtual
Module 2: May 2 – 5, 2022
9:00am –1:00pm
Module 1: May 13 – May 19, 2022
9:00am – 12:30pm
Call: 905-420-3008 or Email: jswinfo@unemployedhelp.on for more details
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